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Abstract

Hummingbird submitted ranked result sets for the
Chinese, Japanese and Korean Single Language In-
formation Retrieval subtasks of the Cross-Lingual In-
formation Retrieval Task of the 5th NII-NACSIS Test
Collection for IR Systems Workshop (NTCIR-5). For
short Chinese (title) queries, a decompounded word-
based approach produced higher (statistically signifi-
cant) mean average precision and first relevant scores
than an overlapping n-gram approach. For Korean
queries, a word-based decompounding and stemming
approach produced significantly higher mean aver-
age precision scores than plain word-based matching.
For Japanese title queries, a blind feedback technique
which produced a statistically significant increase in
mean average precision also produced a statistically
significant decrease in mean first relevant score.Key-
words: Chinese (Traditional), Japanese, Korean, de-
compounding, segmenting, stemming, n-grams, First
Relevant Score, per-topic analysis.

1 Introduction

Hummingbird SearchServer1 is a toolkit for devel-
oping enterprise search and retrieval applications. The
SearchServer kernel is also embedded in other Hum-
mingbird products for the enterprise.

SearchServer works in Unicode internally [4] and
supports most of the world’s major character sets and
languages. The major conferences in text retrieval ex-
perimentation (NTCIR [7], CLEF [2] and TREC [9])
have provided judged test collections for objective ex-
perimentation with SearchServer in more than a dozen
languages.

This paper describes experimental work with
SearchServer for the task of finding relevant docu-
ments for natural language queries in 3 East Asian

1SearchServerTM , SearchSQLTMand Intuitive SearchingTM are
trademarks of Hummingbird Ltd. All other copyrights, trademarks
and tradenames are the property of their respective owners.

languages (Chinese, Japanese and Korean) using the
NTCIR-5 test collections.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data

The document sets of the NTCIR-5 test collections
(CLIR task) consisted of news articles from 2000 and
2001 in Chinese (Traditional), Japanese and Korean.
Table 1 gives their sizes. For more details, see the
CLIR task overview paper.

Table 1. Sizes of NTCIR-5 Document Sets
Language Text Size #Documents

Chinese 1,113,487,231 bytes 901,446
Japanese 1,078,183,238 bytes 858,400
Korean 333,320,195 bytes 220,374

The NTCIR organizers created 50 natural language
“topics” (numbered 1-50) and produced a set of rele-
vance assessments: a list of documents judged to be
highly relevant, relevant, partially relevant or not rel-
evant for each of the topics. In this paper, we just
count ‘highly relevant’ or ‘relevant’ as relevant. Ta-
ble 2 gives the final number of topics for each lan-
guage and their average number of relevant documents
(along with the lowest, median and highest number of
relevant documents of the topics).

Table 2. Judged Topics of NTCIR-5

Language Topics Rel/Topic

Chinese 50 38 (lo 3, med 26, hi 187)
Japanese 47 45 (lo 5, med 24, hi 293)
Korean 50 37 (lo 4, med 25, hi 153)
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Table 3. Mean Scores of Diagnostic Title-
only Runs

Run FRS S@1 S@10 MAP

C-Base-T 0.871 31/50 45/50 0.324
C-Cmpd-T 0.845 29/50 45/50 0.310
C-Ngram-T 0.807 27/50 42/50 0.290

J-Cmpd-T 0.888 28/47 45/47 0.302
J-Ngram-T 0.886 25/47 44/47 0.285
J-Base-T 0.885 28/47 44/47 0.312

K-Ngram-T 0.921 33/50 49/50 0.376
K-Nostop-T 0.916 29/50 49/50 0.358
K-Cmpd-T 0.916 27/50 49/50 0.342
K-Single-T 0.913 30/50 49/50 0.352
K-Base-T 0.912 29/50 49/50 0.355
K-None-T 0.857 28/50 46/50 0.241

2.2 Indexing

The experimental post-6.0 version of SearchServer
used in these experiments provided word-based and n-
gram approaches to indexing.

Word-based approaches: For Chinese and Japanese,
SearchServer segmented the text into words and op-
tionally split compound words (decompounding). The
segmenter also performed stemming for Japanese. For
Korean, SearchServer indexed both the surface forms
of Korean words and the stems (after decompound-
ing). A short stopword list was used for each lan-
guage. The lexicon-based segmenters and stemmers
were based on internal linguistic component 3.7.0.15.

The overlapping n-gram approach (available for all
3 languages) typically used bigrams for most Asian
text.

2.3 Searching

For all runs, SearchServer Intuitive Searching was
used, i.e. the ISABOUT predicate of SearchSQL,
which accepts unstructured text. For example, if the
Title for a topic was “(,á�” (Earthquakes, Tai-
wan), then a corresponding SearchSQL query would
be:

SELECT RELEVANCE() AS REL, DOCNO
FROM NTC4J
WHERE FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT ’(, á�’
ORDER BY REL DESC;

The relevance value calculation was the mostly
same as described last time [10]. Briefly, Search-
Server dampened the term frequency and adjusted for
document length in a manner similar to Okapi [8]
and dampened the inverse document frequency using
an approximation of the logarithm. This year, for

Table 4. Mean Scores of Diagnostic
Description-only Runs

Run FRS S@1 S@10 MAP

C-Base-D 0.815 24/50 43/50 0.268
C-Keep-D 0.803 23/50 43/50 0.266
C-Cmpd-D 0.780 23/50 41/50 0.261
C-Ngram-D 0.770 19/50 42/50 0.243

J-Base-D 0.814 17/47 41/47 0.281
J-Keep-D 0.799 18/47 39/47 0.272
J-Cmpd-D 0.797 19/47 40/47 0.268
J-Ngram-D 0.787 21/47 39/47 0.256

K-Keep-D 0.914 33/50 47/50 0.352
K-Base-D 0.901 33/50 46/50 0.355
K-Nostop-D 0.901 33/50 46/50 0.354
K-Single-D 0.894 36/50 45/50 0.353
K-Cmpd-D 0.894 32/50 45/50 0.343
K-Ngram-D 0.892 33/50 46/50 0.370
K-None-D 0.779 24/50 42/50 0.174

the short Title-only queries, RELEVANCEMETHOD
‘2:3’ and RELEVANCEDLEN IMP 250 was used.
For the longer query forms (noisier queries), REL-
EVANCE METHOD ‘2:4’ (which squares the im-
portance of inverse document frequency) and RELE-
VANCE DLEN IMP 500 was used. These settings
were chosen based on experiments on older test collec-
tions. For Korean, the relevance ranking included the
technique for handling multiple stemming interpreta-
tions (described in [11]).

When searching Korean with a word-based in-
dex, as of SearchServer 6.0, the user can decide at
search-time for each query word whether to match
if any stem matches (/inflect/decompound option),
or whether to require all of its stems (from a par-
ticular stemming interpretation) to be in the same
or consecutive words (/inflect option), or whether
to just match on the surface form (none option),
among other possibilities (explored in more detail be-
low). The experiments in this paper always used the
same option for all words of a query via the VEC-
TOR GENERATOR setting. (The same results could
have been achieved with the CONTAINS predicate
specifying a boolean-OR of the query words and a cor-
responding TERMGENERATOR setting.)

A blank VECTORGENERATOR was used for n-
gram experiments and also for word-based Chinese
and Japanese experiments.

2.4 Diagnostic Runs

For the diagnostic runs listed in Tables 3 and 4, the
run names start with the first letter of the language,
followed by a label, followed by the topic field used
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(‘T’ for the Titles (short keyword lists) or ‘D’ for the
Descriptions (typically one-sentence)). The labels are
as follows:

“Base”: The base run for Chinese and Japanese
used the word-based approach with decompound-
ing enabled. For Korean, the word-based stem-
ming approach was used, and the search-time ‘/in-
flect/decompound’ matching option was used.

“Cmpd”: For Chinese and Japanese, same as Base
except that a different SearchServer table was used
which had decompounding mode disabled. For Ko-
rean, the same index as Base was used, but the search-
time matching option was just ‘/inflect’.

“Ngram”: Same as Base except that a different
SearchServer table was used which was indexed with
overlapping n-grams (and hence no special search-
time matching options were available).

“Single” (Korean-only): Same as Base except ‘/sin-
gle’ was additionally specified (so that just one stem-
ming interpretation was used at search time).

“Nostop” (Korean-only): Same as Base except
‘/nostop’ was additionally specified which prevented
query terms from being discarded if all of their stems
were stopwords (note that stopwords themselves were
still not found because they were not indexed).

“None” (Korean-only): Same as Base except that
morphological matching was disabled via a blank
VECTOR GENERATOR (so just the surface forms
were matched, not the stems).

“Keep” (Description runs only): Same as Base ex-
cept that instruction words such as “find”, “relevant”
and “document” were not discarded before searching.
The word lists for Chinese, Japanese and Korean were
developed from the Descriptions of the NTCIR-3 top-
ics.

2.5 Evaluation Measures

Traditionally in ad hoc retrieval experiments, the
primary evaluation measure is “average precision”
(AP). For a topic, it is the average of the precision af-
ter each relevant document is retrieved (using zero as
the precision for relevant documents which are not re-
trieved). By convention, it is based on the first 1000 re-
trieved documents for the topic. The score ranges from
0.0 (no relevants found) to 1.0 (all relevants found at
the top of the list). Average precision takes into ac-
count both precision and recall, and it is very good for
detecting retrieval differences because even small dif-
ferences in the ranks of relevant documents affect the
score. “Mean Average Precision” (MAP) is the mean
of the average precision scores over all of the topics
(i.e. all topics are weighted equally).

If one wishes to focus on just the first relevant doc-
ument, the traditional measure has been “Reciprocal
Rank” (RR). For a topic, it is1r wherer is the rank
of the first row for which a desired page is found, or

zero if a desired page was not found. “Mean Recipro-
cal Rank” (MRR) is the mean of the reciprocal ranks
over all the topics.

An experimental measure (introduced in [12]) is
“First Relevant Score” (denoted “FRS”). Like recipro-
cal rank, it is based on just the rank of the first relevant
retrieved for a topic. FRS is1.081−r wherer is the
rank of the first row for which a desired page is found,
or zero if a desired page was not found. Like recipro-
cal rank, finding the first relevant at rank 1 produces
a score of 1.0. At rank 2, FRS is just 7 points lower
(0.93), whereas RR is 50 points lower (0.50). At rank
3, FRS is another 7 points lower (0.86), whereas RR
is 17 points lower (0.33). At rank 10, FRS is 0.50,
whereas RR is 0.10. FRS is greater than RR for ranks
2 to 52 and lower for ranks 53 and beyond. A possible
interpretation of FRS is that it may be an indicator of
the percentage of potential result list reading the sys-
tem saved the user to get to the first relevant, assuming
that users are less and less likely to continue reading
as they get deeper into the result list.

Motivations for FRS: The reciprocal rank measure
considers a small drop from rank 1 to 2 (50 points)
to be greater than a large drop from 2 to 100 (49
points), which seems improper and causes analysis of
the largest per-topic differences to be less effective at
finding large retrieval differences. FRS considers a
drop from rank 1 to 2 (7 points) to be much less than
a drop from 2 to 100 (93 points). The choice of the
1.08 constant in FRS causes FRS to be 0.5 at rank 10
which in practice makes FRS a good predictor of Suc-
cess@10 (e.g. if FRS is 0.8, Success@10 will proba-
bly be close to 40/50).

“Success@n” is the percentage of topics for which
at least one relevant document was returned in the first
n rows. Like the other first relevant measures, this
measure hides a lot of retrieval differences (particu-
larly in recall), but it is more intuitive and may be an
indicator of a user’s impression of a method’s robust-
ness across topics. This paper lists Success@1 (S@1)
and Success@10 (S@10) for all runs.

2.6 Comparision Tables

For comparison tables such as Tables 5 and 6, the
columns are as follows:

• “Expt” is a label for the experiment. When com-
paring diagnostic runs, the name of the non-Base
run is listed.

• “∆MAP” is the difference of the mean average
precision scores when subtracting the Base run
from the listed run (and “∆FRS” is the difference
of the (mean) FRS scores).

• “95% Conf” is an approximate 95% confidence
interval for the mean difference (calculated from
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Table 5. Mean Impact of Disabling De-
compounding

Expt ∆MAP (95% Conf) vs.

C-Cmpd-D −0.008 (−0.04, 0.02) 23-25-2
J-Cmpd-T −0.010 (−0.03, 0.01) 25-22-0
K-Cmpd-D −0.012 (−0.04, 0.01) 20-21-9
K-Cmpd-T −0.013 (−0.04, 0.02) 16-21-13
J-Cmpd-D −0.013 (−0.04, 0.01) 19-27-1
C-Cmpd-T −0.014 (−0.04, 0.01) 22-27-1

∆FRS
K-Cmpd-T 0.004 (−0.03, 0.04) 4-4-42
J-Cmpd-T 0.002 (−0.03, 0.04) 9-5-33
K-Cmpd-D −0.007 (−0.04, 0.02) 7-5-38
J-Cmpd-D −0.017 (−0.06, 0.03) 12-13-22
C-Cmpd-T −0.026 (−0.07, 0.02) 6-9-35
C-Cmpd-D −0.034 (−0.08, 0.01) 10-15-25

plus/minus twice the standard error of the mean
difference). If zero is not in the interval, the re-
sult is “statistically significant” (at the 5% level),
i.e. the feature is unlikely to be of neutral impact
(on average), though if the average difference is
small (e.g.<0.020) it may still be too minor to be
considered “significant” in the magnitude sense.

• “vs.” is the number of topics on which the score
was higher, lower and tied (respectively) than the
score of the base run. These numbers should al-
ways add to the number of topics (50 for Chinese
and Korean, 47 for Japanese).

• “3 Extreme Diffs (Topic)” lists 3 of the individ-
ual topic differences, each followed by the topic
number in brackets (the topic numbers range
from 1 to 50). The first difference is the largest
one of any topic (based on the absolute value).
The third difference is the largest difference in the
other direction (so the first and third differences
give therangeof differences observed in this ex-
periment). The middle difference is the largest of
the remaining differences (based on the absolute
value).

3 Results of Morphological Experiments

In the per-topic analysis, the official topic transla-
tions were used as much as possible. Online transla-
tion services were also consulted at times (particularly
[1] and sometimes [13]).

3.1 Impact of Decompounding

Table 5 shows the impact of not using decompound-
ing on the mean average precision and FRS measures.

Table 6. Per-Topic Impact of Disabling De-
compounding

Expt 3 Extreme AP Diffs (Topic)

C-Cmpd-D 0.42 (23),−0.23 (19), −0.34 (37)
J-Cmpd-T −0.23 (31), −0.11 (34), 0.10 (17)
K-Cmpd-D −0.30 (43), −0.20 (7), 0.21 (45)
K-Cmpd-T 0.32 (45),−0.24 (13), −0.29 (43)
J-Cmpd-D −0.21 (17), −0.12 (16), 0.13 (35)
C-Cmpd-T −0.20 (19), −0.15 (46), 0.19 (47)

3 Extreme FRS Diffs (Topic)
K-Cmpd-T −0.50 (13), 0.32 (7), 0.39 (44)
J-Cmpd-T −0.46 (31), 0.21 (29), 0.36 (41)
K-Cmpd-D −0.46 (44), −0.21 (43), 0.14 (45)
J-Cmpd-D −0.69 (29), −0.35 (31), 0.37 (41)
C-Cmpd-T −0.93 (33), −0.32 (19), 0.19 (47)
C-Cmpd-D −0.61 (33), −0.46 (19), 0.19 (20)

(A negative difference means the score was higher
with decompounding; note that this is the opposite
convention to last year [10].) Most of the mean scores
were higher when decompounding, but none of the
mean differences were statistically significant.

(Last year [10] we found that decompounding pro-
duced significant gains in mean average precision for
Korean. However, this year’s experiment is different
for Korean. Last year, we disabled decompounding at
index-time. This year, we still do decompounding at
index-time, but “disable” it at search-time by requir-
ing all of the stems of a query word (from a particular
stemming interpretation) to be in the same or consec-
utive words (i.e. internally use the phrase operator for
compound words). Hence, unlike last year, a query
word will match a component of an indexed compound
word even without the /decompound option set.)

Decompounding had a substantial impact on some
particular queries. We examine a few of them:

Topic C-019-T (ø¯>²^�Üõr�¨^ (su-
personic airliner, Concord, airplane crash)): Table 6
shows that topic 19 had the largest decrease in average
precison when disabling decompounding for Chinese
title queries. Decompounding split two words of this
query:ø¯> (supersonic speed) was split toø (ul-
tra) and̄ > (speed of sound), andÜõr (Concord)
was split toÜõ (harmony) andr (number). The rel-
evant documents apparently used the short formÜõ
for Concord which only matched when decompound-
ing.

Topic J-031-T ((ä*±��;���O (fine
dust particles, heart disease)): Table 6 shows that topic
31 had the largest decrease in average precison when
disabling decompounding for Japanese title queries.
Decompounding split the query word��O (heart
disease) to�� (heart) andO (illness). Some rele-
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Table 7. Mean Impact of N-grams

Expt ∆MAP (95% Conf) vs.

K-Ngram-T 0.021 (−0.02, 0.06) 28-21-1
K-Ngram-D 0.014 (−0.02, 0.05) 31-18-1
C-Ngram-D −0.025 (−0.07, 0.02) 20-30-0
J-Ngram-D −0.025 (−0.06, 0.01) 19-28-0
J-Ngram-T −0.027 (−0.06, 0.01) 20-27-0
C-Ngram-T −0.034 (−0.07, 0.00) 16-33-1

∆FRS
K-Ngram-T 0.010 (−0.02, 0.04) 11-6-33
J-Ngram-T 0.000 (−0.05, 0.05) 9-10-28
K-Ngram-D −0.008 (−0.06, 0.04) 11-11-28
J-Ngram-D −0.027 (−0.09, 0.03) 17-19-11
C-Ngram-D −0.044 (−0.11, 0.02) 12-21-17
C-Ngram-T −0.064 (−0.13, 0.00) 4-14-32

vant documents did not contain the compound��O
but variations such as��Þù (heart seizure) which
required decompounding to match.

Topic K-045-T (‚u[C, ¶I (population issue,
hunger)): Table 6 shows that topic 45 had the largest
increase in average precison when disabling decom-
pounding for Korean title queries. For this query, it
was better for precision to keep‚u[C (popula-
tion problem) as a phrase. With the ‘/decompound’
option, there were additional matches such asüˇ‚
u (obese population) which tended not to be help-
ful for this query. (As an aside, with either approach,
SearchServer matched the Hangul word¶I (hunger)
with the Han formůę though the Han form did not
occur in a relevant document.)

Topic K-043-T (2şGłX¶ˇ9ÊA(START2),
ăèI,üu (START2, Russia, ratification)): Table 6
shows that topic 43 was the biggest beneficiary of de-
compounding for Korean title queries in the average
precision measure. From the compound wordłX¶
ˇ9ÊA (nuclear weapon reduction agreement), the
‘/decompound’ option found several helpful matches
in relevant documents that were otherwise missed
such as;ĲX¶ˇ9ÊA (strategic weapon reduc-
tion agreement),łX¶ ˇ9ú (nuclear weapon re-
duction), łX¶õ (nuclear weapon),̌ 9Y (re-
duction), ABMÊA˚ (ABM agreement),łW<ş
(nuclear striking power),Â¶U\X¶ (weapons of
mass destruction). A user could have found these
matches without ‘/decompound’ by splitting the com-
pound when entering it.

Note: several more examples of CJK decompound-
ing were in last year’s paper [10].

Conclusions on Decompounding: For the CJK lan-
guages, it is commonly argued that word-based in-
dexing should support searching on the components
of compound words to increase recall (e.g. [5] prefers
“short-words” to “long-words” for Chinese, [3] prefers

Table 8. Per-Topic Impact of N-grams

Expt 3 Extreme AP Diffs (Topic)

K-Ngram-T 0.34 (41), 0.33 (45),−0.19 (37)
K-Ngram-D −0.23 (9), 0.20 (13), 0.22 (12)
C-Ngram-D −0.43 (37), −0.31 (18), 0.34 (23)
J-Ngram-D −0.34 (45), −0.23 (4), 0.21 (44)
J-Ngram-T −0.41 (4), −0.40 (45), 0.16 (8)
C-Ngram-T −0.42 (35), −0.24 (47), 0.13 (44)

3 Extreme FRS Diffs (Topic)
K-Ngram-T −0.41 (7), 0.26 (45), 0.32 (44)
J-Ngram-T −0.63 (4), −0.50 (9), 0.34 (44)
K-Ngram-D −0.73 (32), −0.37 (33), 0.39 (4)
J-Ngram-D −0.51 (31), 0.33 (32), 0.37 (44)
C-Ngram-D −0.59 (33), −0.54 (39), 0.50 (26)
C-Ngram-T −0.84 (33), −0.74 (47), 0.33 (38)

“short unit keywords” to “long unit keywords” for
Japanese, and [6] finds that “morphemes” or “sim-
ple nouns” are more effective than “words” or “com-
pound nouns” for Korean). In this section, we mea-
sured the impact of the experimental “decompound-
ing” options of our implementation on the NTCIR-5
CLIR ad hoc search tasks. We didn’t find any sta-
tistically significant mean differences, perhaps in part
because even in “non-decompounding” mode the Chi-
nese and Japanese segmenters usually produced short
words and our Korean index still used decompounded
stems. In practice, SearchServer users can use a de-
compounded index but still enforce phrase matching
at search-time for compound words when desired.

3.2 Comparison to N-grams

Table 7 shows the impact of using n-grams instead
of decompounded words on the mean average preci-
sion and FRS measures. (A negative difference means
the score was higher with words; note that this is the
opposite convention to last year [10].) For Chinese
titles, there was a statistically significant decrease in
mean average precision and FRS when using n-grams.
For the other cases, the mean differences were not sta-
tistically significant.

We look at some of the largest per-topic differences
of n-grams and decompounded words:

Topic C-035-T (i���ã£] (capital punish-
ment, survey data)): Table 8 shows that topic 35 had
the largest decrease in average precison when using
n-grams for Chinese title queries. The word-based ap-
proach searched fori� (death penalty),�ã (inves-
tigation) and£] (material), and inverse document
frequency gave more weight toi� than the other two
words combined. The overlapping n-gram approach
added the uncommonã£ bigram to the query which
in effect more than doubled the weight on the ‘survey
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data’ phrase. The relevant documents tended not to use
that phrase, and the word-based weighting was much
more effective.

Topic C-047-T (8»�ó�2000O��»�ç
(Korean general election, 2000, Han Nara Party)): Ta-
ble 8 shows that topic 47 had the next largest decrease
in average precison when using n-grams for Chinese
title queries. The relevant documents typically used
the phrase8»ç (South Korean party) which was
fully matched by the word-based approach (which in-
cluded8» (South Korea) andç (party) in the query)
but was only partially matched by the n-gram approach
(the bigram8» matched but the only query bigram
containingç was�ç which did not match the key
phrase). The n-gram approach favored matches from
bigrams in the ‘Han Nara Party’ phrase, and also the
the bigram»� caused some distracting matches.

Topic C-044-T (�Î²ð�l��CW (abnor-
mal weather, disaster, cause)): Table 8 shows that topic
44 had the largest increase in average precison when
using n-grams for Chinese title queries. The word-
based approach produced the key query terms of�Î
(climate) and²ð (exceptional), but n-grams addi-
tionally produced the uncommon bigramÎ² which
in effect emphasized the�Î²ð phrase; this phrase
occurred in most of the relevant documents so this em-
phasis was beneficial for this query.

Topic J-004-T (±��p����J�@��0
�!CS����S��3 (the US Secretary of
Defense, William Sebastian Cohen, Beijing)): Table 8
shows that topic 4 had the largest decrease in both av-
erage precison and first relevant score when using n-
grams for Japanese title queries. The n-gram approach
used n>2 for some of the Katakana terms, and the 4-
character word���S (Cohen) received the same
weight as in the word-based approach. However, for
the longer Katakana terms��J�@ (William) and
�0�!CS (Sebastian) the overlapping n-grams in
effect assigned 3 times the weight than the word-based
approach. Hence the n-gram approach favored docu-
ments containing��J�@ (William) and�0�
!CS (Sebastian) even if they were missing most of
the other query terms. The relevant documents tended
to refer to���Sp� (Secretary Cohen) or��
�S±��p� (Cohen, American National De-
fense Director) without mentioning his given names.
The word-based approach returned a relevant in the
first row while the n-gram approach did not return a
relevant until the 14th row.

Note: several more comparisons of CJK n-grams
vs. decompounded words were in last year’s paper
[10].

Conclusions on N-grams: Researchers have found
that n-gram methods generally score comparably to
the highest-scoring word-based approaches in CJK ad
hoc search experiments [5, 3, 6] (though n-grams pro-
duce a larger index and have more search-time over-

Table 9. Mean Impact of Other Word-
based Matching Options (Korean)

Expt ∆MAP (95% Conf) vs.

K-Nostop-T 0.003 (−0.01, 0.01) 3-1-46
K-Nostop-D −0.001 (−0.01, 0.01) 17-20-13
K-Single-T −0.003 (−0.03, 0.02) 17-10-23
K-Single-D −0.003 (−0.02, 0.02) 23-18-9
K-None-T −0.115 (−0.16,−0.07) 7-43-0
K-None-D −0.181 (−0.24,−0.12) 7-43-0

∆FRS
K-Nostop-T 0.004 (−0.01, 0.02) 1-0-49
K-Single-T 0.001 (−0.02, 0.02) 7-3-40
K-Nostop-D 0.000 n/a 0-0-50
K-Single-D −0.007 (−0.04, 0.03) 6-4-40
K-None-T −0.055 (−0.12, 0.01) 12-14-24
K-None-D −0.122 (−0.23,−0.02) 9-21-20

Table 10. Per-Topic Impact of Other Word-
based Matching Options (Korean)

Expt 3 Extreme AP Diffs (Topic)

K-Nostop-T 0.10 (45), 0.03 (21),−0.00 (49)
K-Nostop-D −0.02 (43), −0.01 (9), 0.01 (45)
K-Single-T −0.29 (35), −0.24 (40), 0.23 (21)
K-Single-D −0.25 (40), −0.13 (45), 0.07 (9)
K-None-T −0.47 (19), −0.43 (43), 0.13 (46)
K-None-D −0.95 (41), −0.63 (19), 0.18 (15)

3 Extreme FRS Diffs (Topic)
K-Nostop-T 0.19 (45), 0.00 (3), 0.00 (50)
K-Single-T −0.21 (46), −0.16 (5), 0.14 (44)
K-Nostop-D 0.00 (26), 0.00 (2), 0.00 (50)
K-Single-D −0.63 (45), −0.18 (40), 0.14 (44)
K-None-T −1.00 (13), −0.79 (26), 0.33 (2)
K-None-D −1.00 (10), −1.00 (20), 0.63 (47)

head). This year, we found that the word-based ap-
proach produced a (borderline) statistically significant
gain in both mean average precision and first relevant
score for Chinese title queries. The differences for
Japanese and Korean were not statistically significant.
N-gram approaches can have weighting issues when
the words are of length greater than ‘n’. Also, n-gram
methods may not be suitable for some retrieval fea-
tures (not investigated in these experiments) such as
spelling-correction or supporting domain-specific the-
sauri.

3.3 Other Word-based Matching Options
(Korean)

Table 9 shows the impact of some of the other word-
based matching options for Korean on the mean aver-
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Table 11. Mean Impact of Keeping In-
struction Words
Expt ∆MAP (95% Conf) vs.

C-Keep-D −0.002 (−0.01, 0.01) 15-32-3
K-Keep-D −0.004 (−0.02, 0.01) 17-31-2
J-Keep-D −0.009 (−0.02, 0.00) 15-30-2

∆FRS
K-Keep-D 0.013 (−0.01, 0.03) 5-2-43
C-Keep-D −0.012 (−0.03, 0.00) 0-11-39
J-Keep-D −0.015 (−0.04, 0.01) 6-11-30

Table 12. Per-Topic Impact of Keeping In-
struction Words
Expt 3 Extreme AP Diffs (Topic)

C-Keep-D −0.04 (14), −0.03 (16), 0.03 (46)
K-Keep-D −0.08 (3), −0.06 (1), 0.08 (5)
J-Keep-D −0.11 (35), −0.06 (4), 0.05 (16)

3 Extreme FRS Diffs (Topic)
K-Keep-D 0.34 (4), 0.18 (39),−0.06 (45)
C-Keep-D −0.14 (14), −0.07 (2), 0.00 (21)
J-Keep-D −0.29 (44), −0.19 (29), 0.19 (35)

age precision and FRS measures. The /nostop option
had little effect, even on most individual topics. The
/single option had little impact on average, but some
individual topics were substantially affected (we look
at an example below). Disabling morphology (as per
the ‘None’ runs) was significantly detrimental to mean
average precision.

Topic K-035-T (PÍCê, ŁÁSP (capital pun-
ishment, survey data)): Table 10 shows that topic 35
had the largest decrease in average precison when en-
abling the ‘/single’ option for Korean title queries. The
stemmer produced two stemming interpretations for
PÍCê (capital punishment system). The first in-
terpretation (used by the /single option) consideredP
(company) andÍC (sibling) to be the stems. The
alternative interpretation (discarded by the /single op-
tion) consideredPÍ (capital punishment) andC
(me) to be the stems. When /single was used, poten-
tially useful matches were not made such asPÍ¸
(capital punishment),ŞŽńŞPÍ (until now capi-
tal punishment),PÍĆ (in capital punishment) and
PÍŽśœ£ (with execution).

4 Submitted Runs

Table 13 lists the mean scores of the 5 runs submit-
ted for each language (in May 2005).

The T-01 runs were plain word-based Title-only
runs for each language (with decompounding enabled,

Table 13. Mean Scores of Submitted Runs
Run FRS S@1 S@10 MAP

HUM-C-C-T-01 0.871 31/50 45/50 0.324
(C-Fusion-T) 0.841 32/50 44/50 0.315
HUM-C-C-T-04 0.837 26/50 44/50 0.339
HUM-C-C-D-02 0.815 24/50 43/50 0.268
HUM-C-C-D-05 0.810 22/50 43/50 0.322
HUM-C-C-DN-03 0.896 29/50 46/50 0.373

HUM-J-J-T-01 0.885 28/47 44/47 0.312
(J-Fusion-T) 0.911 28/47 45/47 0.313
HUM-J-J-T-04 0.890 26/47 45/47 0.337
HUM-J-J-D-02 0.814 17/47 41/47 0.281
HUM-J-J-D-05 0.803 21/47 42/47 0.301
HUM-J-J-DN-03 0.882 28/47 44/47 0.352

HUM-K-K-T-01 0.912 29/50 49/50 0.355
(K-Fusion-T) 0.920 33/50 48/50 0.382
HUM-K-K-T-04 0.916 31/50 49/50 0.433
HUM-K-K-D-02 0.901 33/50 46/50 0.355
HUM-K-K-D-05 0.899 35/50 46/50 0.416
HUM-K-K-DN-03 0.938 39/50 48/50 0.437

as was the case for all submitted runs which used
word-based approaches). They were the same as
the ‘Base-T’ runs of Table 3 (except that an older
SearchServer build was used, but it does not appear
to have made a difference).

The Fusion-T runs (in parentheses in Table 13)
were not actually submitted. They combined the
‘Base-T’ and ‘Ngram-T’ runs into one run by adding
together the relevance scores for each document. The
inclusion of n-grams increased the mean FRS and
MAP scores for Japanese and Korean (compared to the
T-01 run) but decreased them for Chinese.

The T-04 runs were word-based blind feedback runs
in which the first 3 rows of the corresponding Fusion-
T run were used to find additional query terms. Only
terms appearing in at most 5% of the documents were
included. Mathematically, the approach was similar
to Rocchio feedback with weights of one-half for the
original query and one-sixth for each of the 3 expan-
sion rows. (The T-04 runs were the only submitted
runs in which n-grams had any role.) More analysis of
the feedback results is below.

The D-02 runs were plain word-based Description-
only runs for each language. They were the same
as the ‘Base-D’ runs of Table 4. For Chinese and
Japanese, the mean scores were lower for the Descrip-
tion runs than the corresponding Title runs (T-01).

The D-05 runs were word-based blind feedback
runs in which the first 3 rows of the corresponding D-
02 run were used to find additional query terms (using
the same expansion approach as for T-04).

The DN-03 runs used the same approach as the D-
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Table 14. Mean Impact of Blind Feedback

Expt ∆MAP (95% Conf) vs.

K-Exp-D 0.061 ( 0.03, 0.09) 39-10-1
C-Exp-D 0.054 ( 0.03, 0.08) 40-8-2
K-Exp-T 0.052 ( 0.03, 0.08) 40-10-0
C-Exp-T 0.024 ( 0.01, 0.04) 32-17-1
J-Exp-T 0.024 ( 0.00, 0.05) 30-17-0
J-Exp-D 0.020 (−0.01, 0.05) 32-15-0

∆FRS
K-Exp-D −0.001 (−0.03, 0.02) 9-8-33
C-Exp-T −0.003 (−0.03, 0.03) 7-15-28
K-Exp-T −0.004 (−0.03, 0.02) 6-7-37
C-Exp-D −0.004 (−0.04, 0.03) 6-12-32
J-Exp-D −0.011 (−0.04, 0.02) 9-12-26
J-Exp-T −0.021 (−0.04, 0.00) 4-14-29

Table 15. Per-Topic Impact of Blind Feed-
back
Expt 3 Extreme AP Diffs (Topic)

K-Exp-D 0.47 (9), 0.25 (16),−0.10 (13)
C-Exp-D 0.28 (23), 0.21 (16),−0.08 (39)
K-Exp-T 0.31 (9), 0.27 (13),−0.07 (4)
C-Exp-T 0.12 (38), 0.11 (36),−0.09 (28)
J-Exp-T 0.26 (18), 0.24 (36),−0.13 (31)
J-Exp-D −0.22 (43), 0.13 (22), 0.16 (16)

3 Extreme FRS Diffs (Topic)
K-Exp-D 0.27 (39),−0.15 (32), −0.16 (4)
C-Exp-T 0.44 (33), 0.18 (38),−0.22 (26)
K-Exp-T −0.25 (5), −0.14 (25), 0.19 (2)
C-Exp-D 0.59 (47), 0.31 (26),−0.23 (38)
J-Exp-D −0.25 (18), −0.21 (47), 0.14 (1)
J-Exp-T −0.25 (41), −0.16 (44), 0.07 (47)

02 runs except that the Narrative field of the topic was
additionally included in the query. (No blind feedback
was used for this run.) The mean scores were higher
than for the corresponding D-02 runs, but in some
cases the mean scores of the T-01 runs were higher
still.

4.1 Impact of Blind Feedback

Tables 14 and 15 isolate the impact of the blind
feedback technique on the average precision and FRS
measures. The ‘Exp-T’ lines subtract the ‘Fusion-T’
run from the ‘T-04’ run, and the ‘Exp-D’ lines subtract
the ‘D-02’ run from the ‘D-05’ run. Blind feedback in-
creased all of the mean average precision scores and
decreased all of the mean FRS scores. (We found
the same result for European language experiments in
[12]).

In the case of Japanese titles, the impact of blind
feedback was statistically significant for both mean av-
erage precision and mean FRS, but inoppositedirec-
tions.

The blind feedback approach presumably works
best if relevant documents occur at the top of the list,
but from the perspective of FRS, the result was already
satisfactory and adding more relevants deeper in the
result list is unimportant.

If the top rows do not contain relevant documents,
then using those rows to expand the query may hurt
the query and push down the first relevant even fur-
ther. The average precision measure may not give
much weight to this damage because it may give a
score close to zero either way, but the FRS measure
can be substantially affected.

In practice, feedback should probably be a user-
controlled technique, rather than executed blindly.

This result illustrates that the ‘average precision’
and ‘first relevant score’ measures can have very dif-
ferent conclusions about which technique is “signifi-
cantly better” (on average) for a retrieval task.
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